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Abstract: We present a general approach for solving Constraint Optimization Problems. A Tabu Search
is performed on a well-designed Consistent Neighbourhood built using Constraint Programming. After
each variable assignment, the conflicting variables are deleted to maintain the consistency of the instan-
tiated constraints. Hence, instead of allowing infeasible moves on complete configurations, it works on
partial and consistent ones until a solution is found. This approach is successfully applied in solving
real-life problems. Two ones are presented: the Frequency Assignment Problem with Polarization and
the Agile Earth Observing Satellite Management Problem.
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1 Introduction

Constraint programming and metaheuristics share the same objective at offering effective tools
to aid decision makers in solving real-life problems. Several attempts have been done to combine
the two paradigms in order to provide new efficient tools. The presented method belongs exactly
to this context.

The metaheuristic Tabu Search (TS) introduced by Glover in [1] is an intelligent algorithm
based on adaptive memory and learning. As the other local search methods, TS visits the
search space by jumping from a configuration to another one belonging to its neighbourhood.
TS samples the search space with the risk of narrowly missing the best solution. To avoid
that, our approach attempts to get a whole evaluation of the search space, which must be
achieved in an optimal way because of its large time requirement. In this spirit, we have
designed a Consistent Neighbourhood, which is maintained by an effective propagation of the
moves through the constraints based on constraint programming. This specificity is presented
in the first section, where we give the main characteristics of our Tabu Search algorithm. Then,
we will see how this approach is applied and adapted to the resolution of two real-life problems,
successfully treated: the Frequency Assignment Problem with Polarization [2] and the Agile
Earth Observing Satellite Management Problem [7].

2 Methodology

We present the hybrid metaheuristic called CN -Tabu (for Consistent Neighbourhood in a Tabu
Search), by describing its main characteristics: the effective search space and therefore the defi-
nition of the visited configurations, the neighbourhood structure, the move heuristic, and the
tabu list management.
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Instead of working on complete and possibly inconsistent configurations, the space search is
composed by partial configurations expressed by si = (vi1 , vi2 , ..., vini

) where ni variables are
instantiated (with ni = |s|). To meet up with the classical representation by complete binary
vector, we add a new value u (for un-instantiated) to each domain, indicating the variable is
free. This consideration allows to define a consistent neighbourhood N (s), based on constraint
propagations, so that, at each iteration, the neighbouring configurations in N (s) respect all the
instantiated constraints. In order to build N (s), a move(s, s′) allowing to replace the current
configuration s by s′ ∈ N (s) is composed by the instantiation of a free variable, followed by a
consistent repairing process which sets to u the conflicting variables regarding to the violated
constraints. So, the best move minimizes the flip number in the repairing process and the
evaluation criterion of a configuration is its instantiated variable number. Hence, the objective
function f to maximize become f = |s|. The configurations evaluated in N can be distant to
the other ones by more than one assignment. In this way, our local search using consistent
neighbourhood is less local than a classical one.

Such evaluation function is also problem independent, because it is not directly related to the in-
herent problem objective. Rather than compute f , we compute the number of deleted variables
δ. The δ evaluation is the highest time consuming step (the main characteristic of CN -Tabu
is to evaluate the whole neighbourhood). That is why we introduce an efficient neighbourhood
evaluation performed by propagation functions which uses an incremental computing principle,
already viewed in [3, 4]. More precisely, each move is propagated in the constraint network using,
for each variable, a delete table sized to the cardinality domain. They are used for updating δ,
since delete[k] counts the number of conflicting variables if the variable will be assigned to its
kth domain value. Move propagation is made in two steps: first we propagate the new instanti-
ation on the neighbours in the constraint network by increasing the delete tables, then put the
conflicting neighbours in a list to be set to u. The second step des-instantiates these variables
and propagates on their neighbours by decreasing the corresponding delete table values. Thus,
at each iteration, |s| is evaluated exclusively from the delete tables of the non-instantiated vari-
ables. Hence, the complexity at the worst-case of the propagation step is O(d× (n− |smin|)),
where d is the largest domain size, and smin the configuration with the less instantiated variables.

A tabu list is needed to prevent cycling, which notably occurs when we attempt to instantiate
the last free variables. To avoid undoing the recent move (xi, vi), all the pairs (xj , vj) (where xj

are the neighbours of xi in the constraint network) that should be in conflict with the new assign-
ment are classified tabu during some iterations (tabu tenure). This tabu tenure is dynamically
defined by the number of times where xj was instantiated to vj from the search start. Finally,
the tabu status of a move mv(xi, vi), such that s′ = s + mv(xi, vi) is cancelled if |s′| > |s|. This
condition corresponds to the aspiration criteria.

The intensification in promising areas is generally made by restarting the search from the best
configuration found until now. The diversification, which allows the search to escape from
attractive zones of the search space is based on penalties. Each time a configuration s such as
∀s′ ∈ N(s), |s′| ≤ |s| is met (i.e. Min(δ) > 0), the penalties of all the allocated variables having
a not allocated neighbour in the constraint graph are increased. These penalty values are then
included in the move heuristic during the diversification phase.

3 Recent real-life applications

CN -Tabu is well designed to solve many constrained optimization problems. These problems
share some important characteristics. First, they can be intuitively implemented as a constraint
network. Secondly, they are composed by hard constraints having a weak arity.
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3.1 Frequency Assignment Problem with Polarization (FAPP )

The FAPP , firstly proposed in [5], matches nicely to our methodology. All the constraints are
binary, and the constraint graph is not multi-edge (each variable pair belongs at most to one
constraint).

Short description The FAPP is a frequency allocation optimization problem in Hertzian
telecommunication networks. Networks are composed by a set of sites where the antennas are
located and must communicate by hertzian liaisons. A liaison is composed by two uni-directional
radio-electric bonds, called paths. So, a frequency allocation problem consists in assigning to
each path a resource (frequency, polarization) where frequency belongs to the authorized wave-
band and polarization indicates the antenna orientation (vertical or horizontal). The solution
must satisfy a set of binary radio-electric compatibility constraints, including the minimal gap
constraints to avoid the interferences in the network. However, such problem is not feasible
in practice, so relaxation levels are introduced on these minimal gap constraints to control the
interference level. Hence, the optimization problem is transformed into 11 decision problems,
each one corresponding to a relaxation level.

Implementation For this problem, we have used CN -Tabu in its easier form and improve it
with an Arc-Consistent preprocessing to reduce the space search: at each relaxation level, the
inconsistent values are filtered. When this filtering process empties a domain in the next level
down, that proves the optimality at the given relaxation level. See [2] for more details.

Results The FAPP was the subject of the ROADEF’2001 challenge1, proposed by the CELAR.
The solved benchmarks contain up to 3000 paths, a total domain size 2087947 values, and 67898
binary constraints. In this competition, CN -Tabu algorithm obtains very good results, which
are compared in [5].

3.2 Agile Earth-Observing Satellite (AEOS) Management Problem

This second problem, proposed in [6], deals with weighted variables, unary and binary impera-
tive constraints and especially with a convex non-linear objective function.

Short description Observation requests on specified areas are modelled by polygons. Each
of them is divided into a set of contiguous strips. A strip has a duration and a validity pe-
riod, and can be acquired using the two opposing azimuths, direct or indirect. Moreover, if the
request is stereoscopic, the selected strips must be acquired twice in the same direction. Two
successive acquisitions require a transition manoeuvre duration. So, the AEOS management
problem consists in selecting and scheduling a subset of photographs among the candidate ones.
A feasible schedule satisfies the time and acquisition constraints (visibility time windows, non-
overlapping, strip acquisition uniqueness and stereo acquisition). The criterion to maximize G
is a gain function defined by the sum of gains associated to the complete or partial acquisition
of each polygon. G is a convex and piecewise linear function.

Implementation The proposed algorithm [7] is an adaptation of CN -Tabu. To obtain a
wide-ranging and efficient exploration, the search space is sampled by consistent and saturated
configurations. The consistency is maintained by constraint propagation and the saturation is
a feature of the optimal solution. Furthermore, CN -Tabu is hybridized with a partial enumera-
tion algorithm to solve the decision problems of finding the best insertion position for each free
photographs. Moreover, for a better resolution, a second optimization problem is introduced
which consists in minimizing the sum of the transition durations in a schedule. It is tackled

1Interested readers can visit the web site http://www.prism.uvsq.fr/∼vdc/ROADEF/CHALLENGES/2001/
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by a TS algorithm which changes the acquisition direction and the photograph order currently
selected.

Results The AEOS management problem was the subject of the ROADEF’2003 challenge2

proposed by the CNES agency (instances contain up to 534 strips). In this competition, this
CN -Tabu adaptation obtains, once again, very good results.

4 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we have presented an original local search algorithm, CN -Tabu, adapted to
large-scale combinatorial optimization problems with hard constraints of weak arity. The main
specificities of CN -Tabu are its search space sampled on partial and consistent configurations
obtained by building a consistent neighbourhood using constraint programming tools. Its effi-
ciency is ensured by an incremental updating after each move.

This method has proved to be a powerful tool for solving real-life problems belonging to the
finalists of two international challenges. We will attempt to solve many other problems, having
or not the properties needed by CN -Tabu. Many adaptations of CN -Tabu can be envisaged to
treated news problems but also many cooperative schemes between CN -Tabu and others search
methods like local search as well as exact methods.
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